Grease Gator Aqueous Cleaning Solution
Description
How it works:
The Grease Gator Aqueous
Parts Washer System uses
innovative purifier technology
to constantly purify its aqueous cleaning solution. Using
gravity and a slow emulsifying cleaning solution, the
Grease Gator not only preserves the power of the cleaning solution but also collects
used oil so pure that is ready
for recycling and has value.
Cross –section of Drum
The Grease Gator performs
the work other parts washers have to outsource.
An analogy to a consumer application can help visualize the Grease Gator’s power. Imagine a washing
machine that does an excellent job cleaning clothes
while purifying the laundry detergent to be used
over and over again and collecting the dirt to return to the garden. The Grease Gator accomplishes a similar feat for industrial fluids.

Specifications
Non-hazardous, non-combustible, no odor, aqueous cleaning solution. Contributes to a SAFE working environment.

Slow emulsifying properties to keep oil molecules large and ready
to be stripped
from the
cleaning solution by the
purifier. Engineered to be a
complete system: cleaning
solution +
purifier.

Independent testing verify 57% better cleaning power than mineral
spirits.

Only 4 gallons of cleaning solution required
per year to replenish fluid lost due to part drag
out. Purification System keeps it constantly clean
and fresh. Strong cleaning power for much lower
cost than competing parts washers.

Powerful cleaning:

Cleans 57% faster than mineral spirits.

99.5% less VOC emissions than


Eliminates microbial activity which is responsible for rapidly degrading cleaning power.

mineral spirits. Only 25 g/l of VOCs
meeting stringent California emissions regulations.

Environmentally friendly:

99.5% less VOC emissions than a mineral spirits parts washer.

Eliminates 1,000 lbs annually of organic waste
compared to a mineral spirits parts washer.

No messy filters to clean or dispose.
Safe for workers:

Non-hazardous, non-combustible cleaning solution,
no hazardous fumes and no bad odors.

Creates a safe working environment that improves
morale.

Anti-rust additive eliminates rust
5 gallon container

issues common with other aqueous
cleaning solutions. Rust protection
stays with parts after cleaning.

Classified as a non-regulated cleaning product
requiring no transportation restrictions.

1 pint of AntiRust
provides a year of
rust protection.

HMIS Health classification of “1” puts
Grease Gator Aqueous Cleaning Solution in same class as household dishwashing liquid.

Lower cost than current solutions:

Operate the Grease Gator for $25/month.

Slow emulsifying Grease Gator Aqueous Cleaning solution means the oil
stays separate helping the purifier
remove it … completely, keeping the
cleaning solution clean.


Increase productivity by cleaning faster and better.

Eliminate the need for fluid exchange services.

1 gallon container

